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Accomodations
How does this program embed accommodations

for learning? 

Universal strategies that include

prompting, reinforcement, and data

based decisions

Systematic teaching of core

competencies and domains

Increasing motivation using ABA

strategies while reducing interfering

behaviour



Learning
Agenda

Where is the curriculum
from?

Adapted from the Ontario Ministry

of Education

Inquiry based learning and

instruction

Adapted from Autism Curriculum

resources

Focus on exposure and analysis of

curriculum 



Main Domains: 
Learning Skills

Complete work | Follows routines| Come to class with materials| Use time wisely

Work area is neat| Stays focused during work| Use teacher’s suggestions| Follows

direction| Doesn’t disturb others| Completes work in group| Listens to ideas of

others| Treats all with respect| Solves problems| Participates in activities| Takes

risks in learning| Positive attitude | Stand up for others| Set own goals to improve

 Asks questions when needed| Keeps trying when hard 

 



Main Domains: 
Functional Skills

Daily routines| Managing changes |Transitions| One step-directions| Two step-

directions| Waiting| Stop and Go| Taking turns| Behaviour around peers| Positive

interactions| Initiate greetings | Eye contact| Body Language| Stays close to

teacher| Stays close to peers| Stays close during transitions| Dressing| Bathroom

 Eating| Hygiene 

 

 



Main Domains: 
Social Skills

Follow rules| Hands to-self| Eyes on Teacher| Individual directions| Group

directions| Remain in work area| Conditional directions| Stay with peers| Initiate

play| Waiting| Pace| Routines without direction or model| Refrain from behaviour|

Take cues| Stay in line| Shares| Play functionally| Stays on task| Respond to

conversation| Clarity of language 

 

 

 



Core Curriculum

Math Language Social

Science

Gym and

Art

Science



Math
Count to 100| Skip counting by 2 | 5| 10| Skip

count starting at random number| Collects

data with tally marks| Creates bar and tally

graphs| Interprets data from graph| Identifies

and creates ABC patters| Word problems with

patterns| Identify and create number patterns|

Identify and name 3D shapes| Counts sides and

vertices of 3D shapes| Identify lines of

symmetry| Additional with materials to 10|

Additional with materials to 20| Addition

without materials| Subtraction with materials

up to 10 | Subtraction with materials up to 20 |

Subtraction without materials | Identify

Canadian Money | Identify Value of Money |

Addition up to 1 dollar | Time to the hour | Time

to the �⁄� hour | Draw time | Compare mass and

capacity | Measure mass | Estimate mass and

capacity | Identify place value |

Compose/decompose 2 digit numbers |

Compare numbers 



Science Identify materials| Create structures| Parts of

structures| Our planet| The sun| The solar

system| Life cycle of a plant | Life cycle of a

butterfly| Life cycle of a mammal | Thermal

energy| Sound energy| Renewable energy| Living

and Non-living| Animal habitat needs| Animal

habitat evolution and change | The human

body Bones| Brains| Digestion | Reduce | Reuse |

Recycle | Phases of matter | Matter experiments

| Mass and volume | Pullies | Levers | Ramps and

inclines | Health Eating | Food groups | Oral

health 



Language
Levelled Reader |Identification of letter blends

sounds |Vocalizing letter blends |Dolch Sight

words (kinder/ grade 1) | Write Dolch Sight words

(kinder | grade 1| Write first and last name|

Rhyming words and word families| Identifying

rhyming words| Sort 1| 2| 3 syllables words| Clap

out 2|3 syllable words| Name words with 1-4

syllables| Use capitals at beginning of

sentences| Edit sentences for capitals at

beginning of sentence| Sort nouns and verbs |

Identify nouns and verbs | create sentences with

noun verb combo | Pronouns | Prepositions |

Conjunctions | Comprehension | Paragraphs |

Editing | Read aloud | Active Listening 



Social Science
Creates classroom rules| Follows classroom

rules| Shares and understands rules| Teamwork

play| Teamwork clean-up| Teamwork academic|

Community helper jobs| Community helper

location| Community helper - my goals|

Responsible at home| Responsible citizen|

Responsible at school| Family traditions in

Canada| Family traditions worldwide| My family

traditions | Growth mindsets | Communities:

Rural | Urban | Suburban | Materials: Natural |

Man Made | Comparing materials | Compass

Rose | Parts of Community | Directions and

maps 



Why Choose 
Missing Links?

 

Private and

OAP Options

Available  

10 and 12 Month

Contacts

Full Day 9-3

Programming



Contact Us
Send us an email at

info@missinglinks.ca to

learn more


